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Ordinary words convey only what we know already ; it is from metaphor that
we can best get hold of something fresh .

Aristotle, Rhetoric

Metaphors . . . .openly professe deceipt ; to, admit . them into . Councell, or
Reasoning were manifestfolly .

Hobbes, Leviathan

At the time of its centenary twenty-five years ago, the Court was commonly
described as the umpire of Canadianfederalism. This anniversary essay argues
thatthe umpire metaphor, although imperfect, has continuing meritas an idealfor
thejudicialfunction in the post-Charter era . Reintroducing the umpire metaphor
into constitutionaldiscourse wouldfocusattention onfederalism issues.Moreover,
its relatively modest scopefor judicial power, by comparison to the `dialogue'
metaphor, comports with democraticprinciples andthe Rule ofLaw . This renders
itan attractive idealforconstitutional adjudication beyondthefederalism context.

Lorsdu.centenaire, de la Cour ily a vingt-cinq tans, elle était décrite généralement
comme l'arbitre dufédéralisme canadien . . Dans cet article, écrit pour un autre
anniversaire, l'auteure soutient que la métaphore de l'arbitre, malgré ses
imperfections, continue d'être valable, en tant qu'idéal c2 atteindre pour la
fonction judiciaire de la Cour en cette époque «post-Charte»: Réintroduire la
méthaphore dans le discours constitutionnel attireraitl'attentionsurdes questions
de fédéralisme ., De plus, sa portée relativement modeste en matière de pouvoir
judiciaire, comparativement .à la métaphore du dialogue, s'accorde bien avec les
principes,démocratiques et la Règle de droit. Ainsi_ la métaphore de l'arbitre est
un idéal attrayantpour rendrejustice en matière constitutionnelle même hors dû
contextefédéral.

* Donna Greschner, of the College of Law, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan . I am grateful to GraemeMitchell andMarkPrescott for helpful continents
onan earlier draft, IanMokurukforresearchassistance, andAlan Blakeney forinspiration .
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I. Introduction

The single-most important constitutional event since the Supreme Court's last
anniversary celebration in 1975 has been enactment of the Constitution Act,
1982, with its Charter, Aboriginal rights, and amending formulae. By almost
any measure, decisions about the Charter have become preeminent by their
number, media attention, perceived importance, effectongovernmental powers
and scrutiny by critics . Federalism, however, remains the engine of Canadian
politics and the blueprint ofits constitutional structure . The core tensions that
inhere in Canadian federalism - between unity and diversity, Ottawa and
Québec City, the centre and the regions -proceed apace and, if anything, have
been exacerbated by events and processes since the Charter was first proposed
in 1980-81. As in the pre-Charter era, federalism controversies continue to
range from ostensibly mundane interpretative disagreements at the margins of
s. 91 and 92 to intensely political conflagrations about the power to amend the
constitution . The latter occasionally catapults to centre stage, as with the
Québec Secession Reference,l while the former always percolates in the
background. Moreover, federalism questions have dominated constitutional
discussions by politicians and the public . Attempts to accommodate unity and
diversityhavepreoccupied constitutionalnegotiations ; for instance, they repose
at the very heartofthe failedMeech Lake and Charlottetown Accords. Although
the challenges have mostly revolved around Québec's place in Canada, other
dynamics continue to drive federalism disputes . Witness the headlines about
Western alienation during Saskatchewan's bitter fight with Ottawa about
agricultural subsidies in 1999-2000 .2 In short, federalism conflicts have not
gone away. They are staples of the Canadian political diet, and in no small
measure their resolution affects Canada's future as a nation . Needless to say, the
Court continues to be faced with federalism questions .

On the occasion of the Court's 125th anniversary, I suggest that the
metaphor ofthe `umpire' of Canadian federalism, while admittedly imperfect,
ought to be rejuvenated as one ideal of the Court's role in the constitutional
structure . Itoffers aworthy aspiration . Itconnotesmoderation andhumility, and
implies another metaphor of moderation, that of balance. A good umpire is
impartial, aware oftraditions, andduty-boundto uphold the honourofthegame;
a bad umpire displays bias, indifference or conceit. The umpire metaphor
captures important aspects of Canadian federalism that other metaphors, now
increasingly used to describe constitutional adjudication, do not possess.
Moreover, the umpire metaphor aids our understanding of the new features of
the constitutional landscape that were added by the Constitution Act, 1982 . It
offers insight about the legitimate scope ofjudicial review in this post-Charter
era.

I

	

[199812 S.C.R . 217
P. Adams, "III Windblows return ofWestern Alienation" The Globe andMail (2

November 1999) A4 .
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Astudy of metaphors in constitutional discourse is timely . Themetaphor
of the `dialogue' has recently acquired considerable currency in debates about
the relationship between courts andlegislatures . Popularized in recent Charter
decisions, this metaphor portrays the CourtandParliament as twoparticipants
in a conversation about the compatibility of laws with Charter values .3 Not
coincidentally, the metaphorofthejudiciary as the guardian, trustee orprotector
oftheconstitutionhas alsogainedprominence, not only in Charterdecisionsbut
also in cases that have protected and expanded judicial power.4 Metaphors
about courts frequently appear with metaphors about the constitution, which is
variously described as a living organism (usually a tree), pillar, or castle . Many
critics of the Supreme Court's Charter decisions also deploy metaphor. For
instance, several conservative critics derisively dismiss the many national
organizations that initiate litigation, or appear in court to defend legislative
gains, as theCourt Party.5 Withmetaphors flyingthickandfast, it is appropriate
to explore their potential contributionto constitutionaljurisprudence andpublic
debate .

My focus on federalism and its metaphors is not disguised advocacy fora
return to pre-Charterdays . Even if it were possible to turn back the clock to the
days when the only seriousjudicial review wasonfederalism grounds, doing so
would be undesirable. I believe that the idea andpractice of1umanrights are
good things ; the Charter's popularity with people indicatesthat many citizens
agree. This is not surprising, given that one of the most significant social
movements since World War II has been the drive for human rights . It is
beneficial to both equality and liberty when elected governments justify their
actions, both,to the electorate at large and to the groups that are especially
affected by legislative decisions. Justification is an essential component ofthe
accountability necessary for democratic practice . Courts play an essentialpart
in ensuring accountability, upholding political morality andfostering respect
forhuman. dignity.6 At the same time courts are not the primary promoters of
economic andsocialjustice, orthefundamental Canadian values ofequality and
inclusion. One lesson from history is that legislators have taken the lead in
supporting and advancing principles of political morality. They, not courts,
have implemented policies thatbrought ameasure of economicjustice, such as
trade unionism and medicare ; they, not courts, are the primary expositors of

3

	

Vriend v. Alberta, [199811 S .C.R . 493 ; R. v. Mills [199913 S.C.R. 668.
a

	

Vriend, ibid. at paras. 134-35 ; Reference Re Remuneration of Judges of the
Provincial CourtofP.EL, [1997] 3 S.C:R.3 (hereinafterJudges'SalariesReference) para.
123.

5

	

This metaphor was created and marketed by F.L. Morton and R. Knopf, and its
latest appearance is in The Charter Revolution and the Court Party (Peterborough:
Broadview Press, 2000). For athorough review oftheconservative andleft critiques ofthe
Charter and judicial activism, see J. Kelly, Charter Activism and Canadian Federalism:
Rebalancing Liberal Constitutionalism in Canada, 1982-1997 (Ph.D . Thesis, McGill
University, 1998) 24-66. .

6

	

Orto put the point a different way, the Courtcorrectly decidedR. v. Morgentaler,
[199911 S.C.R. 30, a decision that has become a favourite target of conservative critics.
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principle .? Consider two examples from the area many lawyers consider the
paradigmatic terrain ofprinciple, human rights . Elected representatives passed
laws prohibiting sex-based discrimination long before the judiciary perceived
such conduct as presumptively odious and demanding of justification.$
Furthermore, provincial legislators passed laws prohibiting discrimination
against gay men and lesbians years before the Court's decisions in Egan9 and
Vriend.l0 With both examples and I could cite many more, legislators were
moved by moral principle, and for their commitment many of them incurred
considerable wrath from groups opposed to the laws . I I It is in light of this
historical lesson and political reality that one must address the question of the
legitimatejudicialrole inrights protection, andmore generally,theconstitutional
structure . Withinthatstructure, "[T]he Charterhasneither supersededfederalism
nor altered its logic and rationale for Canada" 12 and thejudiciary will continue
to be involved in federalism disputes .

This essay focuses on the umpire metaphor as an ideal about the Supreme
Court's function in federalism matters . Part II sketches the function and
limitations ofmetaphors, and describes several metaphors about courts and the
constitution . Part III situates the umpire metaphor at the Supreme Court's
centenary 25 years ago and describes briefly the events since 1975 thathave cast
themetaphorintothe constitutional shadows. PartIVdiscusses some advantages
and disadvantages ofthe umpire metaphor for federalism . Part V examines the
umpire metaphor as a metaphor ofmoderation and compares it to the dialogue
metaphor. I argue that the umpire metaphor offers insight into the difficult
constitutional debates and disruptions caused by the Constitution Act, 1982.

Of course, legislators can advance conservative economic and moral principles,
but they have principles nevertheless.

Beginning inthelate 1960s, human rights legislation prohibiteddiscrimination on
the basis of sex. By the time the Court ruled that pregnancy discrimination was a form of
sex discrimination, in Brooks v. Canada Safeway, [19891 1 S .C.R. 1219, almost all
jurisdictions had legislated to this effect .

Egan v. Canada, [1995] 2 S.C.R . 513 (sexual orientation is an analogous ground
of discrimination prohibited by s.15 ofthe Charter) .

10 In Wend, supra note 3, the Court held that Alberta's human rights law violated
s.15 of the Charterbecause the law did not prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation, and it read `sexual orientation' into the statute. Most provinces had already
prohibited discrimination on this ground, beginning with Qu6bec in the 1970s .

11 For instance, in 1993 when the Saskatchewan Legislative Assembly amendedthe
Saskatchewan Human Rights Code to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation, many politicians supported the amendment because "it was the right thing to
do," not because ofany perceived personal gain or to curry favour with a large numberof
voters . Overall, the governing party lost more votes than it gained, and some politicians
who supported the amendment received hate mail and threatening phone calls from
individuals opposed to the law . As Chief Commissioner of the Saskatchewan Human
Rights Commission in 1993, I garnered this information from personal conversations with
elected officials at the time.

12 J . Hiebert, "The Charter and Federalism: Revisiting the Nation-Building Thesis"
in D. Brown and J . Hiebert (eds .), Canada: The State ofthe Federation, 1994 (Kingston :
Institute for Intergovernmental Affairs, 1994) 153 at 156.
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Thus, attending to federalism metaphors is an entry point into the larger
jurisprudential question about the legitimate functions of the judiciary in a
constitutional democracy .

II . Features ofMetaphors

First, -let us be clear about the functions andimportance ofmetaphors. In their
classic text, Lakoff and Johnson describe metaphors simply: "The essence of
metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of
another." 13 Metaphors'provide or enablemeaning; we take something complex,
about whichwe know too little, andcompare it to something about which we
know more. They, structure our understanding of something about which we
possess only incomplete knowledge . For instance, to applyasports metaphor
to a legal activity - `the Court is the umpire of Canadian federalism' - is to
understand .the Court's complex relationship with the. governmental units inthe
federal system partially in terms of our understanding about baseball or other
sports games that rely on umpires. As Aristotlefirst said, good metaphors offer
fresh insight. They cannot describe relationships completely or perfectly, but
they give some illumination about.-what the relationships are or ought to
become. Law and legal institutions are no exception to the pervasiveness of
metaphorical understanding. "In law, metaphors are everywhere."14 Indeed,
Lakoff and Johnson begin their study with the metaphor, -`argument is war,'
which structures much of legal practice .15

The most important feature of metaphors is that people take actions and
make decisions on the basisoftheirmetaphoiicalunderstandings . Themetaphor,
`corporation is person', is a good example. It has not only justified countless
legal acts by both the judges and legislators - it has generated them.16 In

13 G. LakoffandM.Johnson,Metaphors WeLiveBy (Chicago: University ofChicago
Press, 1980) 5.

14 G. Minda, Boycott in America: How Imagination andIdeology Shape the Legal
Mind (Carbondale : U. of Southern Illinois Press, 1999) 12 .

15 Supra note 13 at 3-6; see also Minda, ibid. at 57 . Judge Sandra Day O'Connor is.
a recent convert to exploring alternative metaphorical conceptions of argument: S. Day
O'Connor, "Professionalism" (1999) 78 Oregon L:R . 385 at 388. She suggests discourse,
while Lakoff and Johnston suggest argument as dance.

16 When the corporationwas emerging as abusiness structure andlawyersknew little
about it or where it fitinto their conceptual map, they compared it to what they did know
about, namely, persons. We have lived with the consequences of corporate personhood.
ever since, and its derivative metaphors, such as corporate speech . The assumption of
personhood so deeply and pervasively underlies corporate regulation that many lawyers
have difficulty thinking about corporations in any other way, and do not evenrecognize
corporate personhood as , a metaphor. Indeed the legal lexicon now defines person as
including metaphorical persons (in the parlance ; `legal persons') as well as real, human
persons. Forlawyers, the definition ofperson was changed to make themetaphorical real.
See Minda, supra note 14 at 68-73, 82 . His examples are compelling, such as the early
judicial reaction to labour strikes, where the solitary corporate `person' was seen as
attacked by a large number of workers.
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constitutional law as well, metaphors have structured legal decisions, whether
adjudicatoryor legislative ones . For instance, the metaphor of `the marketplace
ofideas'hasguided decisions aboutfreedomofexpression.17 Becausemetaphors
matter, they deserve attention .

Thepartial understandingpresented by metaphorshas severalconsequences .
First, as Hobbes warns, metaphors have the power to deceive. Because they
describephenomenon onlyincompletely, they conceal orsuppress what they do
notreveal. Theirpartiality maylead to "distortion andinhumanity," 18 and they
mayjustifydegradingandexclusionary actions. As oneexampleofmetaphorical
justification for degradation, Lakoff and Johnson give the metaphor of `labour
is a resource.' 19 The imperfect explanatory power of metaphors, and their
resultant capacity to deceive, calls for deliberation about the selection of
metaphors and vigilance about their dangers.

Asecond consequence ofa metaphor's necessarily limited descriptive and
creative power is that understanding acomplex activity or relationship needs
more than one metaphor. Because metaphors restrict andconceal, "an adequate
conceptual system requires alternate, even conflicting metaphors for a single
subject, and ourdaily living requires shifts ofmetaphors for fullness of thought
and action ."20 Each metaphor mayemphasize a different aspect or ingredient
of a complex relationship . Law, as a complex phenomenon, admits of various
metaphors, as Milner Ball points out in his extended analysis of the `law as
bulwark' metaphor and his proposed alternative, the metaphor of `law as
medium.' 21 The Court's relationships with other actors in Canadianfederalism
certainly qualify as a complex phenomenon, and one can expect that several
metaphors will be needed to describe and construct the relationships .
Consequently, examining metaphors aboutthejudicial role in the constitutional
structure leads simultaneously into metaphors about the constitution and, more
generally, the legal system . Metaphors thatjudges use to describe courts tell us
a lot about how they see the constitution, and the reverse is also true ; the
metaphors used to describe the constitution also tell us about how judges
perceive their role .

In federalismjurisprudence overthe past 125 years, the two most important
metaphors about the constitution have been the `living tree' and the `ship of
state.' They were articulated in quite different cases and have quite different
features . For onething, they accorddifferentweightto history. As every student

17 H. Bosmajian,Metaphor andReason in Judicial Opinions (Carbondale: Southern
Illinois University Press, 1992) 49-72 ; forCanadianexamples of its use, seeR. v . Keegstra,
199013 S.C.R . 697, and RJR-MacDonald v. Canada, [1995] 3 S.C.R . 199.

18 Bosmajian, ibid. at 42 .
19 Lakoff and Johnson, supra note 13 at 67 ; S. Sontag, Illness as Metaphor (New

York : Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1977) gives the now-classic mapping of the oppressive
deployment of metaphors about tuberculosis and cancer in political discourse .

20 M. Ball,LyingDownTogether:Law,MetaphorandTheology (Madison:University
of Wisconsin Press, 1985) 22 .

21 Ibid. at 23-36 .
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knows, the `living tree' metaphor first appeared in the justly famous Persons
case . Lord Sankey interpreted a federal executive appointment power as
including the power to appoint men andwomen to the Senate, writing the most
cited passage in Canadian constitutional history: "The British North America
Act planted in Canada a living tree capable of growth andexpansion within its
natural limits ."22 In describing the constitution as an organism, the metaphor
directs interpreters to ensure that the meaning of the constitutional text keeps
pace -with the times. It speaks against giving too much weight to history, of
allowing historical meanings to dictate modem-dayunderstandings . However,
whilethe living treemetaphorimplies growth,itis growth withroots, whichhas
the potential to respect the text and precedent. The,Iship of state' metaphor, by
contrast, arose in the Labour ConventionsReference, a classic contest between
federal and provincial legislative powers, where a broad interpretation of
federal powers would have diminished provincial autonomy. Lord Atkin
offered another metaphorical guide to interpretation: "While the ship of state
now sails on larger ventures and into foreign waters .she still retains the
watertight,compartments whichare anessentialpartofheroriginal structure .."23
In_ comparison with the living tree, the `ship of state' metaphor connotes a
human artifact, one that is built once and for all, although it is dynamic and can
move over new waters .

These two famous metaphors have been recently joined by a third. In the
Judges' Salaries Reference, Chief Justice Lamer described the constitution as
a castle : "the preamble . . . serves as the grand entrance hall to the castle of the
Constitution."24 Castles are fortresses, built for protection ; this metaphor is a
variantofacommonmetaphortodescribelaw,thelawasbulwark~ 5 Furthermore,
the castle metaphor connotes solidity, not dynamism, unlike the `ship of state'
metaphor, which implies that ,the country moves forward. The castle metaphor
seems to resonate less with conventional understandings about the constitution
thatthe othertwometaphors.Foronething, it connotes imperialism, whichmay
havepartly formedtheBritishNorthAmericaActin 1867, buthasdecidedlyless
cachet as a constitutional ideal now. As amedieval .and aristocratic building, a
castle does not cohere: with the democratic sensibilities of modern times 26

For our purposes, what these metaphors about the constitution entail or
reveal about understandings of the judicial function is important . The `living
tree' metaphor coheres with the metaphor of the judiciary as one branch of
government, also subject to change andgrowth . However, it also coheres with
an alternative metaphor, thejudiciary as the lifeblood ofthe constitution, which

22 Edwards v. A.-G. Canada, [1930] A.C . 114 at 136 .
23 A'.-G. Canada v . A.-G. Ontario (Labour Conventions), [1937] A.C . 326 at 354.
24 Supra note 4 at para . 109. .
25 Ball, supra note 20, extensively discusses the `law as bulwark' metaphor.
26 If one did want to describe a federal constitution in architectural terms, . -a

condominium complex would be a more apt metaphor in the year 2000, with its shared
common spaces (the central government) and private apartments (the provinces) .
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Chief Justice Dickson suggested in R. v. Beauregard.27 On this view, the
judiciary becomes the essential element of the living tree, which is a very
different sense of the importance of judges to the constitutional order . In a
similar manner, the castle metaphorgenerates several alternative images of the
judiciary . As one variant of the `law as bulwark' metaphor,28 it implies the
metaphorofjudges as trustees or guardians . Atrustee is aprotector, onecharged
with guarding another person or object. Judges have used the metaphor of
`trustee' or `guardian' since the 1970's29 to describe their constitutional
responsibilities . Alternatively, a castle connotes a king, and the metaphor casts
judges as kings or princes . 30 Both the trustee and the prince metaphor imply a
hierarchical relationship betweenjudges and legislators, an entailment that fits
withthe reasoning and explains theresult ofthe Judges' SalariesReference and
its progeny . 31 The ship of state metaphor is more complex. Nothing in the
metaphor implies that the judiciary is the captain, rather than passengers or
crew .

In several recent Charterdecisions, the Court has used the metaphor ofthe
`dialogue' to describe its activity ofreviewinglegislationfor Charterviolations,
as part of an effort to allay concerns about judicial usurpation of legislative
power. In Vriend, Iacobucci J. explained this conception of the relationship
between judicial review and democratic principles :

In reviewing legislative enactments and executive decisions to ensure constitutional
validity, the courts speak to the legislative and executive branches . As has been
pointed out, most of the legislation held not to pass constitutional muster has been
followed by new legislation designed to accomplish similar objectives . . . .By doing
this the legislature responds to the courts ; hence the dialogue among the branches
(references omitted) . 32

In a later decision, R. v. Mills, the majority opinion explained that the dialogue
indicates respect toward Parliament . "Just as Parliament must respect the

27 R . v.Beauregard, [198612S.C.R . 56 at 70. ChiefJusticeDickson says thatjudicial
independence is the lifeblood ofconstitutionalism; this is a more palatable way of saying
thatjudges are the lifeblood.

28 P.Monahan,TheCharter,FederalismandtheSupremeCourtofCanada(Toronto :
Carswell, 1987) at 157 : "At the heart of the Court's vision is the belief that judges and
lawyers are the central pillar in the defense ofconstitutional government in Canada."

29 See Amax Potash Ltd. v. Saskatchewan, [1977] 2 S.C.R . 576 at 590 for early use
of guardian language .

30 R. Dworkin, Law's Empire (Cambridge, Mass . : Harvard University Press, 1986)
at 407, does nothide this metaphorical basis ofhis theory: "The courts are the capitals of
law's empire andjudges are its princes."

31 Judges' Salaries Reference, supra note4 ; its progeny have protected thejudiciary
from changes to its practices ; Rice v. New Brunswick (1999), 181 D.L.R . (4th) 643
(N.B.C.A .) (provincial legislation cannot eliminate supernumerary status) ; ReferenceRe:
Territorial CourtAct(1997),152 D.L.R. (4th) 132 (N.W.T.S.C .) (impermissible to appoint
judges for fixed terms) ; Ontario v. O.P.S.EU. (1999), 180 D.L.R . (4th) 549 (Ont . Div .
Ct.)(independence ofjudiciary precludes unionization ofjudges' secretaries) .

32 Vriend, supra note 3 at para. 138 .
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Court's rulings, so the Court must respect Parliament's determination that the
judicialscheme canbe improved. To insistuponslavishconformitywouldbelie
the mutual respect that underpins the relationship between the courts and the
legislature that is so essential to our constitutional democracy" .33

With respect to judicial function, the dialogue metaphor connotes a
relationship, of equality between courts and legislators . By itself, it does not
generate anew or unique metaphor about the constitution . However, the Court
uses the dialogue metaphor with another one, that of courts as the trustee or
guardian of the constitution. According to the Court, when elected
representatives enacted the Charter "as part of a redefinition of our
democracy," a necessary part of this design was for the courts to be "trustees
ofthese rights insofar as disputes aroseconcerningtheirinterpretation."34 Thus
it is because the courts are trustees of the constitution that they engage in a
dialogue withlegislatures . The trustee metaphor is criticalto thesuccessorforce
of the dialogue metaphor, but it introduces a paradox. A dialogue implies
equality betweenparticipants, while thetrusteemetaphorimplies ahierarchical
relationship - the courts are superior to legislatures because they are entrusted
with guarding the constitution as a whole.

It is againstthis background that I turnto theumpire metaphorinfederalism.
Butfirst, let memakeone methodological point. For themost part, whenIspeak
ofthejudiciary Irefer to a court ratherthan individualjudges . In doing so, I am
speaking metaphorically .35 To say further that a court serves as an umpire or
engages indialogueis to pilemetaphoronmetaphor. However, the word `court'
reminds us thatthedecisions fromjudges are not merelydecisions ofindividuals .
Their opinions are shaped by the fact that they write as justices of a particular
court, participants in aninstitutionwith traditions, purposes and values . In other
words, the Supreme Court is not ahaphazard collectionofnineindividuals, free
to pursue their own policy,convictions . Decisions result from the interplay-of a
judge's personal beliefs with many institutional factors.36

33 Mills, supra note 3 at para . 55 .
34 Vriend, supra note 3 atparas. 134-35 .
35 Like any metaphor, it presents dangers. Bosmajian, supra note 17 at 43, states that

calling a judge by the tropological language of `court' and `bench' is "freeing the human
being sitting injudgement from prejudice, emotion and bias ."

36 1 . Greene et al ., Final Appeal: Decision-Making in Canadian Courts ofAppeal
(Toronto: James Lorimer and Co ., 1998) at 199, .lists four critical factors in appellate
decisions : the law; judges' personal values ; the court's procedures ; and interpersonal
judicial relations in the court. For American perspectives onjudicial values, institutional
structures and other variables, see C. Clayton and H. Gillman (eds .), Supreme Court
Decision-Making: New Institutionalist Approaches (Chicago : University of Chicago
Press, 1999).
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IIl . The Current Constitutional Context ofFederalism

Twenty-five years ago, on the occasion of the Court's 100th anniversary, the
most common metaphor to describe the Court's relationship with other
governmental actors came from the sports world: the Court as the umpire of
Canadian federalism. It described the wayin which politicians and the public
had come to understand the Court. "Both in the popular imagination and in the
view of most Canadian statesmen, the primary role of the national Supreme
Courtis to act as the final arbiter ofthe Constitution orthe "umpire ofthefederal
system".-37 Themetaphorwasused byjudges, such as ChiefJustice Laskin,38
andbywriters whoweregenerally supportive ofthe Court'sjurisprudence, such
as Bill Lederman39 and Peter Russell.40 It was also the preferred choice of the
Court's critics, of which the most provocative was the law professor, Paul
Weiler, the constitutional enfant terrible ofhis time . In Weiler's wide-ranging
study of the Supreme Court, which he released in 1974, he titled his chapter on
constitutional matters, "The Umpire of Canadian Federalism," arguing that the
Courthadbeen apoor umpire to date and, moreover, that the federalism `game'
did not need one.41 Occasionally in scholarly discussions the umpire became
the arbiter.Eithervariantportrayed the Courtas a dispassionate anddisinterested
adjudicator of disputes between opposing governments.

At the time, critics lamented the under-development of theoretical
understandings of judicial review . In 1970, in a masterly study of the Privy
Council's federalism decisions,thepolitical scientist Alan Cairns hadlambasted
thepre-1949 critics forignoring theoretical questions about the legitimate tasks
foracourt. In summarizing the critics' arguments, he concluded: "Their chief
weaknesslies . . . .intheirfailure toproduce a consistent, comprehensive definition
ofwhat can legitimately be expected from aparticular institution, a definition
necessarily related to the specific task of that institution in the complex of
institutions which make up the political system as a whole."42 Weiler's
anniversary essay, written a year after the release ofhis book, applied the same
conclusion to his contemporaries . He chastised legal academics for giving
insufficient attention to theoretical issues and, consequently, insufficient aid to

37 P. Russell, "Constitutional Reform of the Canadian Judiciary" (1969) 7 Alta .L.R.
103 at 123.

38 Laskin J.'s description of the Court as "the umpire of the Canadian constitutional
system-the onlyumpire" is quoted inS. Clarkson andC. McCall, Trudeau andOurTimes:
A Magnificent Obsession (Toronto : McClelland and Stewart, 1990) 350.

39 W.L . Lederman, "Unity andDiversityin Canadian Federalism:Ideals and Methods
ofModeration" (1975) 53 C.B.R . 597 at 615.

40 Russell, supra note 37 .
41 P. Weiler, In the Last Resort: A Critical Study ofthe Supreme Court of Canada

(Toronto : Carswell/Methuen, 1974) at 155-85 .
42 A. Cairns, "The Judicial Committee and Its Critics" (1971) 4Can. Journal ofPol.

Se. 301 at 342.
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the judiciary in its grappling with complexissues43 -He admitted that in his book
hehad recommended abolition ofjudicial review, notbecausehe thought itwould
happen, but to prod scholars and judges into thinking seriously about theoretical
questions, namely, the Court's place in the larger constitutional structure .44

One lawyer who took up the challenge of developing a theory for the
judicial function of umpire was Bill Lederman. In composing his centenary
essay onthe Court's role in the Canadian political structure, he respondedto the
political scientist, Alan Cairns, and the law professor, Paul-Weiler.45 Bearing
the title, "Unity and Diversity in Canadian Federalism: Ideals andMethods of
Moderation," his essay elaborated upon the Court's .function as the federalism
umpire and offered a theoretical justification. The subtitle accurately reflected
Lederman'sview ofthecourt's role in the constitutional structure. Anunabashed
fanoffederalism,heappreciatedthe democraticadvantages ofdividedpowers46
His understanding of the "essential operating jurisprudence" of Canadian
federalisrurevolved aroundrestrainedandmoderateinterpretations ofthe scope
of any one particular head of power, especially the federal general power,
`peace, order and good government.' He appreciated the critical contribution
that a reasonably stable jurisprudence made to the ongoing challenge- of
balancingunity anddiversity. Lederman wasconvinced that a workable federal
system, one that would reconcile unity with diversity, required an umpire to
"hold - the definitions of federal and provincial- categories of powers to a
meaningful level of specific identity and particularity."47 He expressed his
profound disagreement with Weiler's view that Canadian federalism did not
need anumpire but wouldbettermanage conflictbycontinualfederal-provincial
bargaining andpoliticalcompromises48 To,the contrary,Ledermanarguedthat
the delicate balancebetween unity and diversity -in his words, "honouring the
values, of pluralism. . .as well as the need for a certain amount of unity" -
required "sophisticated and socially sensitive interpretation of the power-
conferring rules and phrases by impartial courts."49

43 P. Weiler, "OfJudges and Scholars : Reflections in a Centennial Year" (1975) 53
C.B .R. 563: "The deficiencies in Canadian judicial performance are, in large measure, a
product of the failure ofCanadian legal theory ."

`.~ Ibid. at 573.
45 Supra note 39 at 598. After quoting Cairns' conclusion, Lederman said he was

"writing as a critic who has been both chastened and challengedby what Professor Cairns
has said ." He later turned to Weiler's critique. .

46 Ibid. at 619: "I prefer federal systems to .unitary ones because I believe in
countervailing power among human institutions . I like to see our federal government
having to compromise with provincial governments andvice versa. I feel more secure as
a citizen when the system requires this ."

47 Ibid.
48 Weiler, supra note 41 at 172-79, argued that the Court should,restrict itself to

questions of paramountcy; however, recognizing that judicial review on other grounds
would not be abolished, he also advocated severe restrictions on standing .

.

	

49 Lederman, supra note 39 at 619..This method ofinterpretation required the Court
to pay close attention to the social and economic contextin which powers operated .
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Fromafederalist perspective, theyearoftheCourt's 100th anniversary was
a fitting moment to call for meditation on deeper questions about judicial
legitimacy . Only 25 years had passed since abolition of appeals to the Privy
Council . Metaphorically speaking, the Supreme Court was barely out of its
teens . But the time for calm reflection was short.

To say that the next twenty-five years saw considerable change is, to put it
mildly, an understatement . At the Court, aflurry offederalism litigation appeared
because of the tumultuous events of the Trudeau era. The Court heard more
federalism cases between 1975-1982 than it had from 1949-1974.50 The style of
federalismdecisions also changed dramatically, beginningthe very next year with
theAntiInfationActReference.S l The Courtendorsedso-called extrinsic evidence
and it began actively and consistently to discuss policies, principles and social
context, whichbothLederman andWeiler, amongstmany others,had argued were
essential for sophisticated constitutional adjudication . As part of the move away
from formalism, it began to pay far greater attention to academic writings and
legislative history . In 1975 a Supreme Court judgment differed little in style or
sources from those of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council . Twenty-five
years later,judges routinely and openlyconsidercontextualmatters, discusspolicy,
examine legislative history, and peruse academic commentary . During this time
the Court became a noticeably public institution, with televised proceedings
that began with release of its opinions in the Patriation Reference .52

No one can dispute that the most important change was enactment of the
Constitution Act, 1982 . The Court's increased visibility and more contextual
policy-oriented style have been largely due to the Charter's impact. Charter
cases have become the most significant single category of cases heard by the
Court, eclipsing federalism cases in terms not only of numbers but public
attention. Occasionally, litigation about intergovernmental obligations or the
division ofpowers returns to the headlines, of which the most recent example
is the Qu6bec Secession Reference53 But, for the most part, when the Court
now addresses federalism questions, it toils in relative obscurity . And, it toils
less often. The first rush of Charter cases before the Court in the late 1980s
corresponded to a markeddecrease in federalism cases throughout the 19905.54

50 P . Russell, "The SupremeCourtandFederal-Provincial Relations : The Political Use
ofLegal Resources" (1985) 11 Can. Public Policy 161 at 162 : "Over half (80 out of 158) of
alltheSupremeCourt'sconstitutional decisions since itbecameCanada's finalcourtofappeal
havebeenreportedin the last eightyears, 1975-1982."Allofthem, Russell tells us, concerned
the division ofpowers except for three cases about entrenched language rights .

51 [197612 S.C.R . 373 .
52 [198111 S.C.R. 753 .
53 Supra note 1 .
54 For instance, in the past term, 1998-99, the Court rendered three non-Charter

constitutional decisions . One was the Qu9bec Secession Reference, hardly a run-of-the-
mill case ; another was Re Eurig Estate, [199812 S.C.R . 565, which involved s.53 ofthe
Constitution Act, 1867, the third was Consortium Developments (Clearwater) Ltd. v .
Sarnia, [1998] 3 S.C.R. 3.1n 1997-98,itrendered only two decisions ; in 1996-97 only one .
Of course, the Charter alone may not account for the decline .
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In the past eight years, from 1992-1999, the Court heard only 30 federalism
cases, a number that includes its opinions about `separation of powers' .55
Occasionally the Court discusses federalism concerns in Charter decisions.56
It has been careful to ensure that..the Charter's application does not erase parts
of the original Confederation bargain,s7 or completely eliminate the policy
diversity that is the hallmark offederalism5$ However, if one turns aside from
theblindingheadlights ofthe Quebec SecessionReference, federalismissues do
not occupy aprivileged position within the constellation of cases heardby the
Court. This is not merely because ofadecline inthe numberoffederalismcases,
atrend that by itself wouldnot be worrisome59 TheCourt has denied leave in
anumber of appeals that raised unresolved federalism,questions andrendered
one-paragraph decisions in some cases, leading several commentators to
surmise that the judges "appear, to have become bored by the prospect" of
dealing with division ofpowers doctrine60 For every.Hydro-Québec,61 which
explores questions of division ofpowers at length, there is atleast oneM. &D.
Farms in which an important issue is, dismissed in, several unsatisfactory
paràgraphs .62

In sum, consideration of federalism questions has diminished as adaily and
definitional part of the Supreme Court's obligations and its self-identity . This
is not altogether surprising . The diminution of federalism concerns may be
evidence that the Charter is -achieving the purposes that its framers, or atleast
some of them, had in mind . In the disputed history of the Charter's passage,
there is no doubt that one ofits political purposes wasto act as an instrument of
national unity. However, even if this is the case., federalism is the grid for
Canadianpolitics anditsissuesneed seriousattention andatheoretical framework.
They continue .to appear in several related contexts : unalloyed federalism
disputes about the allocation of legislative powers ; Charter challenges that
implicate federalism concerns ; and separation of powers cases.

Federalism also demands theoretical attentionbecause, as with the Charter,
it involves questions of fundamental values . While federalism may be an

55 These 30 cases represent 3.64% of the Court's caseload for the eight-year period.
56 Most recently in Canadian EggMarketing Agency v . Richardson, [1998] 3 S.C.R.

157.
57. Re Bill30, [198711 S.C.R . 1148 ;Adler v. Ontario, [1996] 3 S.C.R. 609; Ontario

Home Builders' Association v. York Region'Board ofEducation, [1996] 2S.C.R . 929.
58 R. v. S.(S.), [1990] 2S.C.R . 254; Haig v. . Canada, [1993] 2S.C.R . 995.
59 Perhaps federalism cases are reverting to a `normal' rate after the aberration of

1975-1985. As well, the Charter presents more possibilities to private parties, such as
individuals and corporations, for challenging laws than federalism. This may raise the
amount of litigation overall but also absorbs some litigation that previously would have
been federalism challenges.

60 H. Lessard et al ., "Developments in Constitutional Law: The 1994-95 Term"
(1996) 7 (2d) S.C.L.R . 81 at 86-87. ,

61 R. v. Hydro-Québec,, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 213.
62 M. & D. Farm Ltd. v . ManitobaAgricultural Credit Corp ., [1999] 2S.C.R. 961,

paras. 39-42.
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arrangement of instrumental value, implemented in an effort to achieve the
efficiencies of decentralization or local control, Canadian political philosophers
alsodiscuss "federaljustice., ' 63 They argue that federalismhas amoraltheory and
is defensible on moral grounds as a desired form of political arrangement .64
Federalism is supported by a theory of justice, although, unlike liberalism,
"[M]odem federal theory, one might say, awaits its Rawls."65 In the Canadian
context, federalismwas selected notbecause ofthe efficiencies ofdecentralization
but more because of the practical necessity and moral imperative of protecting
cultural diversity 66 These considerationsmay notbe visiblein the garden-variety
federalismcase, butthey are critical in the big cases, such as the Québec Secession
Reference, that involve the nature of Canada and its federal institutions .

With respect to recent federalism scholarship, in this context one can echo
Weiler's remarks about a paucity oftheory . Perusing the academic legal literature
does notoffermuchenlightenment onfederalism questions, otherthanwith respect
to controversies thatimplicatenational unity directly, suchas the Qu6bec Secession
Reference . 67 For the most part, one finds occasional articles and case comments
onmajordecisions, such as Hydro-Québec . 6 s The last major manuscript devoted
to Canadian federalism by a legal academic was Katherine Swinton's book in
199069 Academics (and I include myself) have focussed on the Charter. This
imbalance is understandable and indeed was essential in the chaotic and anxious
years immediately following the Charter's passage. However, the scholarship
frompolitical scientists on the relationship between the Charterand federalismis
becoming quite rich and diverse, from the early deliberations ofAlan Caims70 to
the recentinsightful study by James Kelly of the Charter's impact on federalism
and the executive branch ofgovernment7t To be sure, significant workremains .

63 W. Norman, "Towards A Philosophy ofFederalism" in Judith Baker (ed.), Group
Rights (Toronto : U . of T. Press, 1994) 79 at 83 ; D. Weinstock, "Toward a Normative
Theory of Federalism" (online at www.cif£on.ca/c-papers-weinstock) .

64 S . Dion, now a politician but still a philosopher, makes these arguments in his
speeches :Straight Talk: Speechesand Writings on Canadian Unity (Montreal &Kingston :
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1999) .

65 Norman, supra note 63 at 97 n.6.
66 S.LaSelva,TheMoralFoundationsofCanadianFederalism(Montreal&Kingston :

McGill-Queen's University Press, 1996) .
67 The thickliterature on the Qu6becSecession Reference includes a special issue of

the National Journal of Constitutional Law : (1999) 11 N.J.C.L . 1-168 . A sampling of
opinion can be found in D . Schneiderman (ed .), The Qu6bec Decision (Toronto ; James
Lorimer Ltd ., 1999) .

6s There are exceptions ; e .g., B . Ryder, "The Demise and Rise of the Classical
Paradigm in Canadian Federalism : Promoting Autonomy for the Provinces and First
Nations" (1991) 36 McGill L.J. 308 .

69 K. Swinton, The Supreme Court and Canadian Federalism : The Laskin-Dickson
Years (Toronto: Carswell, 1990) .

70 His 1987 essays are collected in Alan Cairns, Charter versus Federalism: The
Dilemmas of Constitutional Reform (Montreal & Kingston ; McGill-Queen's University
Press, 1992) .

71 Kelly, supra note 5 .
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"The discipline of political science requires an alternative approach that breaks
through conventional strictures and considers more carefully the diversity of
influences that work fromthe `bottomup' to affect federalism/constitutionalism in
Canada."72

The Court's last - explicit reference to the umpire function was Chief Justice
Dickson's description ofjudicial functions in Beauregard73 almost 15 years ago.
This case was not only the last mention of the umpiremetaphor ; it also began -a
period ofsustained activismbyjudges about theirfunction. In both Charter cases
and decisions about the separation of powers, including litigation initiated by
judges themselves, theSupreme Courthas developed a differentconception ofthe
judicial role. Generally, it has portrayed itself as a player-in the constitutional
process, not as anumpire in a game . Writing at the end ofthe Dickson era in 1990,
Jacques Frémont identified a trend in the decisions toward a bicephalous and
hierarchical vision of governmental institutions . The courts are ,on one side, the
legislative and executive powers on the other, with the two sides not equal but the
latter subservient to the judicial characterization of appropriate constitutional
roles . 74 - In the past decade, decisions from the Lamer court, such as the Judges'
Salaries Reference, have given added cogency to Frémont's diagnosis . The
dialogue metaphor from Chartercases is also consistentwith this understanding .

IV. The Umpire of Canadian Federalism

Ifit is remains truethat "thejurisprudentialproblem thenis to achieve abalance
between carefully definedunities and carefully defineddiversities,"75 the umpire
metaphor offers instruction about adjudication offederalism disputes . Anumpire
is disinterested between parties but loyal to the game, devoid of hubris and
possessed of humility . The metaphor is consistent with the expectations of
governments andreminds courts aboutthe importance ofthe constitutionaltext. It
captures an ideal ofimpartiality andbalance. Itplaces courts in an essentialbut not
preeminentrole, andwouldhelp dispelcharges ofanimperialjudiciary . However,
the metaphor also has limitations . It mistakenly portrays federalismas a game, and
not even a specifically Canadian one . It conceals both the judicial power to make
up part of the `rulebook' and the federal executive's exclusive power to selectthe
umpires . Iwill describethese limitations beforeturning to the advantages . Overall,
however, the umpire metaphor suits Canadian constitutionalism because it is an
"ideal and method of moderation", and is consistent with the general themes of
Canadian constitutionalism . Inthe often-tenseCanadian federation, moderation
is usually prudent counsel .

72 A. Dobrowolsky, "The Charter and Mainstream Political Science" in D .
Schneiderman and K . Sutherland (eds.), Charting the Consequences : The Impact of
Charter Rights on Canadian Law and Politics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1997) 303 at 327 .

73 Beauregard, supra note 27 .
74 J. Frémont, "The Dickson Court, The Courts, and thé Constitutional Balance of

Power in the Canadian System of Government" (1990) 20 Man . L.J. 451 .
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A. TheMetaphor's Limitations

No onecandeny thattheumpire metaphor has serious limitations as an ideal
forjudicial participation in federalism . Letme clearthe decks by articulating its
difficulties . First, the metaphor misrepresents constitutional relationships as
games, when they are serious matters with widespread effects on collectivities .
An umpire's decision about a player's actions has no effect and generates little
interest off the field . The Court's federalism decisions, however, make a
difference . In 1974, Weiler could argue that the Court's decisions did not have
a great impact on federal-provincial relations . Indeed, his call for an end to
federalismreviewwasbasedinparton the irrelevancy ofthe Court's decisions76
In thefollowing decade, however, intergovernmental conflict produced a flood
of litigation, including many cases that involved heated controversies, with
long-term results that still reverberate throughout regional memory .77 For
instance, the Court's decisions in the Patriation Reference78 and the Qu9bec
Veto Reference79 continue to echo rather loudly in Qu6bec pohtics .80 Other
regions also have enduring memories of losses . 81 To analogize constitutional
relationsto sportsgames trivializes theimportanceofthe constitutionalstruggles .

Moreover, thisparticulargame metaphor is culturallyinappropriate. Umpires
are primarily associated with baseball, the quintessential American sport. A
more distinctlyCanadianmetaphor would involve therefereeofhockey games .
In any event, both baseball and hockey are men's games, invented by men and
played, for the mostpart, by them . Women watch hockey, they sometimes play,
butthey almost never referee, arealization thatwill give little comfort to female
judges pondering their institutional role . 82

Second, the umpire metaphor conceals the Court's power to createmany of
the `rules' offederalism, not merely apply them as baseball umpires mainly do .
While umpires have considerable discretion about the application and violation
ofrules, they do not create them - the baseball commissioners jealously guard
thatresponsibility . In contrast, no one doubts any longer thatjudges make law.

" Lederman, supra note 39 at 619 .
76 Weiler, supra note 41 at 172-79 .
77 If governments are able to effecttheir goals in other ways, the political impact of

a decision may be short-term, although the decision changes the political status quo and
requires the parties to change their negotiating positions . Monahan, supra note 28 at 221-
44, has an instructive discussion .

7s Supra note 52 .
79 [1982] 2 S.C.R . 793 .
so See generally G . LaForest, Trudeau and the Endofa Canadian Dream (Montr6al

and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1995) .
aI InSaskatchewanthe decision is Can. IndustrialGasand0ilLtd. (CIGOL)v. Sask, [1978]

2 S.C.R . 545 ; inNewfoundland it is Re ContinentalShelfOffshore Nfld., [1984] 1 S.C.R. 86 .
82 Seegenerally E . Thornburg, "Metaphors Matter: HowImagesofBattle, Sports and

Sex Shape the Adversary System" (1995) 10 Wisc . Women's L.J. 225 . For a specific
discussion of baseball metaphors, see C. Oldfather, "The Hidden Ball : A Substantive
Critique of Baseball Metaphors in Judicial Opinions" (1994) 27 Conn. L.R. 17 .
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SupremeCourtjudges have said so since BoraLaskim' stimeas ChiefJustice 83

Recognition ofthe Court's law-making roleputs an endto the metaphors of the
Court as `finder' or `interpreter,' where judges found or applied the law as the
dutiful servants of the Constitution, mechanically interpreting the written text.
These metaphors had always been difficult to apply in constitutional law, with
its many judge-made doctrines of importance to governments' public policy
choices; interjurisdictional immunity and paramountcy arebut two examples .
The question is the extent to which, or the basis upon which, not whether, the
Courbmakes law when it decides federalism cases.

Third, the umpire metaphor masks a serious institutional problem: one
`team' has the exclusive power to select the umpires. As every constitutional
student knows, the Constitittiori Act, 1867, gives the Governor in Council -in
practice the Prime Minister - the exclusive power to appoint judges to the
Supreme Court.84 No confirmation hearings by either the House of Commons
orthe Senate facilitate inputbyparliamentarians,whowouldrepresentdifferent
interests . Neither do provinces have a formal voice in appointments, an
omission about which they have complained for many decades.85 Thelack of
any effective regional inputinto Court appointments, either by the provinces or
by a national institution with effective regional representation, has been a
recurring sorepointinfederal-provincial relations.According toGuyTremblay,
this omission has placéd the Court in a defensive position because it has been
denied "the crucial element of its political legitünacy,"g6 namely, acceptance
of its appointments by both orders of government . Moreover, the federal
executive's control over appointments has contributed to the suspicions of
many provincial governments about a centralist tilt in the Court's decisions .87

83 B. Laskin, "TheRole and Function ofFinalAppellateCourts : The Supreme Court
ofCanada" (1975) 53 Can. BarRev. 468 at 477: "Controversy has now ceasedonthe law-
making role ofjudges ; especially ofjudges ofa final appellate court. Laymen maybegthe
question by consoling the dissentingjudges of a divided courtwith the remark, "too bad
the law was against you", but judges and lawyers know better." See also G. LaForest, .
"JudicialLawmaking, Creativity and the Constraints" in Johnson et al (eds .), G. LaForest
atthe Supreme Court .of Canada (Winnipeg : Canadian Legal History Project, 2000)'3: "I
take it for granted thatjudges make law, that it is necessary for them to do so, and that this
has been the case since earliest times."

84 Constitution Act, 1867, s. 96.
85 For example, from 1945-1985, Quebec's constitutional proposals consistently

raised this point. See A. Lajoie et al., "Political Ideas in Quebec and the Evolution of
Canadian Constitutional Law, 1945-1985" in 1. Bernier and A. Lajoie (coords.), The
Supreme CourtofCanada as an InstrumentofPolitical Change (Toronto : U. of T. Press,
1986) 1 at 23, 49, 68 .

86 See G. Tremblay, "The Supreme Court .of Canada : Final Arbiter of Political
Disputes" in Bernier and Lajoie, ibid. at 200.

87 The federal appointment power has permitted the provinces to reject or discount
centralizing decisions. The public also dislikes this appointment power, but it prefers
Parliamentary control rather than provincial' input : J . Fletcher and P. Howe, "Public
Opinion and the Courts" (2000) 6:3 Choices 4 at 22-25.
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Not surprisingly, for many decades provinces have sought input into
appointments . In the ill-fated Meech Lake accord, for instance, the Prime
Minister would have selected a judge from a list of names compiled by the
provinces. A similar system was included in the Charlottetown Accord . 88

B. TheMetaphor's Benefits

The umpire metaphor also possesses features that render it attractive as a
partial description and ideal of moderation. First, it fits the parties' ideal and
expectations of the Court . Governments expect the Court to act as an umpire,
sometimesin extremelycontroversial political matters . Evenmoretelling is that
they ask it to do so, and in circumstances where the Court's opinion will have
far-reaching effect. While the number ofreferences has never been great, 89 the
reference procedure "has had incalculable consequences for Canadian
federalism."9o The two great modern day cases - the Patriation and Québec
Secession opinions - are both references . The subject matter of references is
always significant, typically involving the most heated and controversial
questions ofpublic policy . Some reference questions are ofinterest to citizens
throughout the country, while others relate to matters ofmuch pressing concern
in one region . Almost invariably, they raise constitutional issues . A roll call of
recent referencesreads like chapters in the narrative ofCanadianhistory . 91 The
availability of the reference procedure enhances the power of the `umpire'
metaphor - the players are in a dispute about the scope and meaning of the
`rules,' and one side calls upon the umpire for a ruling . Politicians also send
reference questions to the Court for strategic purposes : they may wish to avoid
giving an answer themselves,92 forestall private litigation,93 placate angry

$$ For a discussion of the Meech and Charlottetown provisions, and a defense of
confirmation hearings, see G . Mitchell, "Say 'Yes' to Advice and Consent: A Reply to
Bryan Williams" (1992) 50 The Advocate 891 .

89 From the 1990-91 termto the 1999-2000 term, the Court heard ten references, all
ofwhichinvolved constitutional questions excepttheMilgaardReference, [1992] 1 S .C.R.
866

90 D.E . Smith, The Invisible Crown: The First Principle ofCanadian Government
(Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1995) at 7 .

91 From the Anti-Inflation Act Reference, supra note 51, to the Firearms Act
Reference, released on 15 June 2000. The only surprising feature ofa list is the absence of
a Free Trade Reference.

92 Sometimes the executive refers questions to the courts because it wants to avoid
debatein the legislature; one widely reputed example is the Saskatchewan government's
reference of a backbencher's restrictive bill about abortions to the provincial Court of
Appeal : Re: Bill 53, [1986] Sask.D.5010-01 (Sask.C.A .) .

93 One example of a reference initiated by the federal executive toforestall litigation
by private parties is the Québec Sales Tax Reference, [1994] 2 S.C.R . 715 . Ottawa and
Qu6becCity supportedthe constitutionality ofQu6bec's integrated sales tax, and theCourt
appointed amicus to present contrary arguments .
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voters,94 or gain an advantage in , intergovernmental negotiations 95 The
important point is that they go to the Court for a ruling and comply with the
opinions .96 Moreover, thefrequentuse ofreferences byprovincial governments
does not render insincere the provincial concern with the appointmentprocess.
Rather, their reliance on references shows the'provincial need for, and belief in,
the umpire role, even in spite of the umpire's legitimacy problems . Even an
umpire picked by one side is better than none .

Second, the umpire metaphor assumes that the `game' has `rules', whether
written in a rulebook or customarily accepted by the- players, and that the
umpire'sjobisto applythem . Thecomplementarymetaphoraboutthe constitution
is the rulebook. It mayhave missing pages and ambiguous provisions, which
require umpires to exercise considerable judgment and create some rules, but
they cannot throw it away and make up every rule as the game goes on. In the
constitutional context, this aspectofthe metaphor reminds us oftheimportance
of the written documents, precedent and customary practice. It calls for a
relatively restrained use of unwritten principles and other sources that lend
themselves more readily to imaginative excursions . Because this feature ofthe
metaphor directs attention to history, it acquires added cogency as a metaphor
for thejudicial function. Judges often make law and develop doctrine, but they
are not merely social engineers with their eyes firmly fixed on the future, free
to design policies without regard to what has gone on before. In evaluating
metaphors, one need not resolve the often-fierce debates about the relationship
between rules andprinciples, orlawandpolicy, nor take a position on whether
alllaw ispoliticsby anothername. Thesimplepointis that any metaphor forthe
judicial function must contain or imply respect for textual provisions and
precedent . Ametaphor that accorded no role to history - whetherthe history of
what legislatures have done, recorded in their laws, or the history ofwhat other
judges havedone, calledprecedent-is notametaphorofthejudicial function .97

Therulebookfeatureoftheumpiremetaphorbrings into play afundamental
aspect of Canadian democratic structure, namely the Rule of Law. Onereason
for federalism is to protect smallerunits by giving them entrenched autonomy
in particular -areas . Written constitutional provisions seek to ensure that the
central government does notuse its considerable clout to trample any province,
and;that richer and bigger provinces do not trample smaller-ones . In a country

94 Forinstance,theAlbertaexecutivereferredtheconstitutionalityofthefederalGST
law (Reference re: Goods andServices Tax, [1992] 2 S.C.R. 445), notbecause ofa serious
question of constitutionality but because the hostility ofAlberta voters to the tax.

95 Besides the obvious exampleofthe QuébecSecession Reference, Supranote 1, see
Off-shore Nfld., supra note 81 ; the federal executive sent questions to the Supreme Court
despite the fact that the Newfoundland Court of Appeal was addressing the issues .

96 Only rarely has a province rejected the Court's legitimacy to answer a particular
question, mostrecentlywith the Quebec government's refusal to participate inthe Quebec
Secession Reference .

97 Similarly, a metaphor that accords no role to thejudge's law-making power, such
as the discredited `judge as finder,' is also not a metaphor ofthe judicial function.
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that takes its federal constitution seriously, `might' does not make `right' .
Umpires assist in upholding the rules, which is part ofthe moral wisdom ofthe
Rule ofLaw. Of course, rules alone have never guaranteed justice or diversity.
Indeed, they may mask and legitimate power, or prevent its dispersal or
diminution to better satisfy the demands of justice . Rules protect the weak if
they were designed for that purpose in the first place, but in the Canadian
context, that is the point of federalism rules. Protecting federalism, or call it
provincial autonomy if you will, protects minorities .

Third, the umpire metaphor captures the ideal of impartiality . Umpires
must view the entire field and not have blocked or partial vision . In a like
manner, the Court ought to be impartial in adjudicating federalism matters.
Impartiality as a feature of the umpire follows from recognizing that the
rulebook, even if quite extensive, leaves room for considerable discretion and
raises the question about howajudge ought to exercise that discretion. For an
individual judge, impartiality requires taking the entire picture into account
during the deliberations: the constitutional text, precedent, economic
circumstance, history and other considerations . It means weighing all
considerations and being open to persuasion . In Bill Lederman's words, judges
"must have a capacity to discount their ownprejudices with due humility ." 98
An individual judge will attract the charge of bias if her personal preferences
with respect to federalism issues coincide persistently with her opinions in
controversial cases where reasonable people can disagree about the result. This
is why many provincialists stamped Chief Justice Laskin's opinions with the
bias label. An unrelenting centralist throughout his legal career, he rarely
encountered anunconstitutional federal statute, and when he did find in favour
of the provinces the stakes were low99 Katherine Swinton, an erudite and
gracious studentofthe Court's federalismjurisprudence, is uncharacteristically
harsh. "He was willing to depart from the political community's expectations
aboutthe division ofpowers and to do what he could to shiftpower tothe federal
government without an examination ofthelegitimacyofsodoing orconsideration
ofprovincial or regional interests."Ioo

In the federalism context, allegations ofpartiality are most often applied to
the Court as awhole. In the federalism fights of the 1970s, for instance, many
provinces complained ofa centralizing bias in the Court's decisions . Assessing
the merit ofthese complaints is a complex task . The studies done at the time are
generally crude, involving little more than adding the number of wins and
losses . As Guy Tremblay concludes in his 1984 study, "it is impossible to
evaluate the Court's performance simply by calculating the results that are
favourable or unfavourable to either level of government."lot To look only at

98 Supra note 39 at 620.
99 Swinton, supra note 69 at 248.
1001bid. at 254.
I0ITremblay, supra note 86 at 192.
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results in assessing the question ofbias wouldbeequivalent to concluding that
references have had little effect on Canadian constitutionalism because their
number is small; the logic is fallacious . The centralizing tendency of Hydro-
Québec's1Q2 interpretation ofthe criminal law power, for instance, is not offset
by the minor victory for the provinces in Global Security Corp .103 Provinces
can quitereasonably perceive a centralizing Courtwhen they losetoo many of
the big and.sticky cases. Theumpire metaphor legitimizes asking the question
ofbias . Whenjudges serve as umpires, itis appropriate to ask whethertheyhave
consistently exercised -their discretion or applied the rules in favour or against
one level of government .

Fourth, the umpire metaphor entails, anothermetaphor, that ofbalance. The
idea of balance is also metaphorical, or at least rhetorical. It implies the
existenceof a `normal' state that must be returned to, or maintained, implying
that the current arrangements are unbalanced and, therefore, dysfunctional.
Balance is often used as a shorthand or guise for more or less decentralization,
or for a change in the existing distribution of powers . Preston King's warning
or disparagement ofthe metaphor for political theorists is apposite: "The fact is
that talk ofbalanceis arhetorical device, too often difficultto,resist . Ifone seeks
either greater centralization or, greater decentralization, it is tempting to do so
in such a way as to suggest that : what one seeks is not novel, but normal ; not
absurd, but sound; and onemight invoke the metaphor of `balance' to achieve
that effect."loo For courts, however, the `balance' metaphor reminds judges
that federations work better if the parties believe that the umpire is taking a
balanced approach.105. It also admits the possibilities of a re-balancing; if the
pendulum has swung too much in one direction,'it can swing back . Nothing is
forever fixed. The metaphor of, balance, therefore, comports well with the
reality of the Canadian constitution as an on-going enterprise . It accords with
the adaptability and flexibility that Stéphane Dion has called the "federal
spirit ."106 ,

Balancehas beena consistent undercurrentor themewith manyjudges .For
instance, it was central to Chief Justice Dickson's philosophy . Katherine
Swinton, in her lengthy analysis of federalism decisions from 1974-1990,
describes Dickson as' an adept balancer, weighing the interests of federal and
provincialgovernments in each case . Hebelievedinconcurrentpowers andwas
reluctant to tell either level of government that it could not legislate in a

102Supra note 61 .
103 Global Securities Corp. v. B.C., [20001 S.C .J . No . 5 (provincial law authorizing

security commission to order registrant to producerecords for anotherjurisdiction is intra
vires) .

î04p. King Federalism and Federation (London: Croon Helm, 1982) 44.
105Assessing balance presents similar challenges as measuring bias . It is not

accomplishedbytotting upthe bottom linesincases, butrequires examininginterpretations
ofsubstantiveprovisions to determinewhetherpowerhas shifted significantly betweenthe
central and provincial governments over a period oftime.

106Dion, supra note 64 at 34 .
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particulararea; "rather, hewelcomed a largeareaofoverlap betweenfederal and
provincial powers."107 The Court's great decisions also engage in balancing .
The majority opiniononconventions in thePatriation Referencedid so with law
and convention, and the Secession Reference does so by ruling out the extreme
positions on either side of the secession debate . Perhaps the Court's most
respected and accepted judgments are those that consciously pay attention to
balance, such as the QWbec Secession Reference.l 0 $ Moreover, successful
balancing may cover or compensate for other flaws, such as institutional
partiality and excessive reliance on unwritten principles . 109

When one moves past specific decisions and individualjudges, the overall
`balance' in the federal system appears in a different light. In the past 25 years
judicial interpretation has expanded the powers of the central government . The
Court has permitted use of federal emergency power for non-wartime
circumstances, 110 and energized the `national dimensions' branch ofthe POGG
powers 11 andthe general branchoftrade and commerce.112 It has expanded the
federal criminal law power.113 It has widened the immunity for federal works
and undertakings from provincial laws, 114 and the test for paramountcy . 115 It
has given Ottawa exhaustive jurisdiction over all aspects of
telecommunications . 116 The provinces have seen restrictions in their power to
organize their administrative frameworks. Their power to conduct public
inquiries has diminished, 117 and they have less scope to establish innovative

107Swinton, supra note 69 at 293 . She notes the concern of Justice Beetz and other
francophones with this approach . Balancing interests in each case, especially with wide
concurrent powers, may inevitably expand federal powers, and overall, balance may be
better attained and preserved by BeetzJ.'s classical federalism, with its exclusive spheres
ofpower (at 316, 359-91) .

10SCompare the largely favourable reception of the Québec Secession Reference,
supranote 1 to the almostuniversal condemnation oftheJudges'SalariesReference, supra
note 4 which has even attracted overseas condemnation : see J . Goldsworthy, "The
Preamble, Judicial Independence and Judicial Integrity" (2000) 11 Const. Forum 60 .
Goldsworthy, an Australian scholar, has written the definitive legal history ofthe origins
of Parliamentary sovereignty : The Sovereignty ofParliament: History and Philosophy
(Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1999) .

1o9The Québec Secession Reference, supra note 1 is an example . Its shaky legal
foundation did notprevent applause from both sovereigntist and federalistleaders . See P .
Monahan, "The Public Policy Role of the Supreme Court of Canada in the Secession
Reference" (1999) 11 N. J. C.L. 65 .

11OAnti-InflationActReference, supra note 51 .
111R. v. Crown Zellerbach, [198811 S.C.R. 401 .
112General Motors v. City National Leasing, [1989] 1 S.C.R . 641 .
113Hydro-Québec, supra note 61 .
114Ontario Hydrov. Ontario, [199313 S.C.R . 327 .
115Bank ofMontréal v. Hall, [199011 S.C.R. 121 ;M. & D. Farms, supra note 62.
116Téléphone GuévremontInc. v. Qudbec, [1994] 1 S.C.R. 878, was the culmination

of25 years of expanding federal jurisdiction .
117Starrv. Houlden, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1366 . Note that Clearwater, supra note 54, gives

a bit more provincial scope.
11sRe: Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R . 714, and its progeny .
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tribunals and other regulatory adjudicatory mechanisms,118 organize the
provincial court system119 or establish rules for judicial processes.120 Some
decisions have limited federal powers,121 but the general direction is
unmistakable .

Metaphors that impart notions of balance and impartiality may offset the
centralizing tendencies ofa final court. In his comparative study, Andr6Bzdera
concludes that national courts in federations are centralist and nationalist
becauseofstrong institutionalfactorsthat linkthemto the centralgovernment.122

In the Canadian structure, not only does the federal executive appoint superior
and appellate court judges ; the superior court system is also unitary, with the
nationalcourt serving as thefinalcourtofappeal for questionsofbothprovincial
andfederal law. TheCourtitselfhas recognizedthe contributionofthefederally
selected bench to national unity.123 Perhaps the umpire metaphor will only
further conceal and-legitimize the "gradual expansion of central legislative
jurisdiction" that Bzdera argues is the main political function of a federal high
court. However, it may also give pause to judges. Moreover, it provides a
standard-against which to assess trends in federalism cases.

In addition, metaphors of balance may also counter tendencies toward
uniformity that inhere in the Charter. Obviously, the Charter must impose
national standards to some extent, or it would not be an effective constitutional
instrument . At the time of its enactment, many commentators expected the
Charter to have asignificant negative impact on provincial diversity. Thus far,
theevidence ofwhether this has happened, or to what extent, is mixed. With the
critical exception of Quebec's language laws, the Charter "has not had. the
devastating impact on the legislative authority of Quebec (and of the other
provinces) that some mayhave feared."124 However, the Chartermayalso be
reducing diversity because policy makers take Charter values into account and
homogenize laws at the planning level.125 Studies have shown the Charter's
effect on the federal bureaucracy but not the provincial ones. The_Department

119Judges' Salaries Reference, supra note 4, and its progeny.
120Hunt v. T& N, [199314 S.C.R . 289.
"21MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. v. Simpson, [1995] 4 S.C.R. 725 (Section 96 bars

Parliament from giving exclusive jurisdiction to youth courts) .
122 A. Bzdera, "Comparative Analysis ofFederal High Courts : APolitical Theory of

Judicial Review" (1993) 26 Can. J. Pol. Se . 3.
123 See Reference Re Amendments to the Residential Tenancies Act (N.S.), [1996] . 1

S.C.R . 186 at para . 72, McLachlin J. (as she then was) : "Thepresence of afederally staffed
and remunerated bench across the county has served as a unifying force in Canada . . ."

124Y . de Montigny, "The Impact (Real or Apprehended) of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms on the Legislative Authority of Quebec" in Schneiderman and
Sutherland, supra note 72 at 21 . See also Kelly, supra note 5, who concludes that the
centralizing effect of the Court's Charter decisions has been overstated.

125,For acomprehensive studyofthe Charter'simpact onthefederalbureaucracy, see
J. Kelly, "BureaucraticActivism and the Charter ofRights andFreedoms : the Department
ofJustice anditsEntry into the Centre ofGovernment" (2000) 42 Can. Public Admin. 476.
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ofJustice, andconsequently lawyers, have assumed much greater power within
the policy-making frameworkofgovernment.126 This homogenizing influence
of the Charter is another long-term consequence of the international trend
toward the judicialization of politics, 127 which in federal states results in
increasinguniformity andless sensitivitytoward diversity and the needs oflocal
autonomy. 128 At the same time, in some Chartercases the Court has considered
federalism values and used them to interpret the substantive rights .129 In any
event, the Charter's potential for excessive uniformity must be kept in mind .
Again, the umpire metaphor may lessen, however slightly, this tendency
because it promotes an ideal of balance .

Fifth, the umpire metaphor reduces the judicial role in governmental
relationships . The umpire is not the most critical person in a game . A good
umpire is never noticed ; the spotlight is always on the players, not the officials .
Moreover, an umpire, or an arbitrator, only has the powerthatthe parties decide
to give to it. Its jurisdiction is limited by thetraditions ofthe game or the parties'
agreement . In this sense the umpire is dependent on the parties .

This implicationofthe umpire metaphor maybethe most controversial and
the largest roadblock to its resurrection in constitutional discourse . Whether or
not to classify it as an advantage is itself contentious . As I noted above, in the
past decade the Court has developed a strong `separation of powers' principle.
It has cemented an alternative understanding of the relationship between the
judiciary and other branches of government, one that sees the Court not as
umpire, but as one of the players, if not the most important one . It is as if
recognition of the courts as a political institution requires recognition as an
equal political institution to the others, which does not necessarily follow . The
Judges' Salaries Reference is the epitome of an aristocratic conception of the
judiciary, with its creation of a salary commission as a virtual fourth branch of
government and its potential insulation ofjudges from any meaningful form of
accountability . 130 There is nothing moderate or modest about the Judges
Salaries Reference or its progeny, although it is explicable as part of a broader
trend toward solidifying the privileges of the legal elite .131 The umpire
metaphor, if reintroduced, could soften the tendency toward the aristocratic
elements in the Court's jurisprudence .

126 Ibid.
127T . Vallinder, "The Judicialization of Politics - A World-Wide Phenomenon:

Introduction" (1994) 15 Inter . Pol . Sc. Rev . 91 .
12sBzdera, supra note 122 .
129 Haig, supra note 58; Canadian Egg Marketing Agency, supra note 56.
130See G . Mitchell, "Developments in Constitutional Law : The 1997-98 Term -

Activism and Accountability" (1999) 10 Sup. Ct . Law Rev . 83, 88-120.
1318 . Hirschl "The Political Origins of Judicial Empowerment through

Constitutionalization: Lessons from Four Constitutional Revolutions" (2000) Law and
Social Inquiry 91, 105.
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V. Metaphors ofModeration

I contend that the umpire metaphor is a metaphor of moderation . Because it
connotes balance, impartiality and attendance to a rulebook, itleans toward a
cautious approach to federalism jurisprudence, away from wrenching changes
in doctrine and practice . As an ideal, it gives the judiciary ,an essential but
secondary place in the federalism structure, and presents less of a contrast to
democratic politics than other visions of the constitutional structure, with their
more aristocratic images . Metaphors of moderation permit alternative
understandings, promote pluralism, and give room for diversity .

The umpire metaphor fits with the four fundamental principles that the
Court articulates in the Quebec Secession, Reference, its , latest and most
comprehensive word on the overall constitutional structure . First,, the umpire
metaphorcoheres withfederalismbyrecognizing that a federal systemneeds an
impartialumpire. Second, itcoheres withdemocracy, foritgives democratically
elected officials-the leadroleinpublic policy . As abranch ofgovernment, courts
are important but not preeminent. Third, the metaphor is consistent with
constitutionalism and the Rule of Lawbecause it requires attention to the rules
and the rulebook, vague though sometimes those rules might be . Fourth, the
metaphor protects minorities . In a multinational state, a balanced federation
protects territorial minorities ; in the Canadian context, this gives comfort to
Francophone Québécois.

Metaphors ofmoderation have several larger justifications . Onereasonfor
adopting them is based on Bickelian reasoning., Judges have neitherpurse nor
army anddepend on thepeople's consentfor theirmoral authority. Moderation
in theirapproach, and aperceptionbythepeople thatjudges arebeingmoderate,
assistinmaintaining the acceptance necessary for an effectivejudicialsystem .132
In the Canadian context, however, metaphors of moderation have another
justification .

Onecompelling lesson ofhistorical experience is this : the nationofCanada
is an ongoing project.'Our federalism is not cast in stone but continues to be the
site of tensions, conflicts, accommodations, shifts, obstacles and occasional
smooth sailing. No particular conception of Canadian federalism or individual
identity has acquired mythological status or monolithic permanence . Canadian
federalism is best represented, in Wayne Norman's words, as an overlapping
consensus; there is "a moral commitment to social union" but "only limited
moral commitment."133 Canadians agree on some matters, but not on a
comprehensive political doctrine. People have not been forced to choose a
specific identity, a detailed conception of, federalism, or a particular set of
principles in order to be accepted as members ofthe political community . This

132A.Bickel, TheLeastDangerousBranch: The Supreme CourtattheBarofPolitics,
2nd ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press,1986) and The Morality of Consent (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1975) .

133 Nonnansupra note'63 at 87 .
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loose approach may be essential for a working federation, especially a
multinational one . 134 Indeed, in a pluralistic nation an overlapping consensus
maybethemostenduring constitutionalform . It gives allbranches ofgovernment
the flexibility to accommodate the competing needs of unity and diversity, the
tensions between the centre and the regions, and, in the Canadian context,
between anglophones and francophones .

The constitutional text, as one part of the overall package of governing
structures and processes, has facilitated the on-going project because it can
harbour differing views and practices . Ivor Jennings' bland description from
1937 contains one secret of the country's success : "The British NorthAmerica
Act, 1867, is a strictly business-like document . It contains no metaphysics, no
political philosophy, and no party politics ." 135 From a judicial perspective,
recognizing thatthe constitution reflects only an overlapping consensus means
that courts need not expound general principles in every case . Indeed, doing so
wouldbe imprudent . Judges may adjudicate a specific dispute and agree on the
outcome without agreeing on the general theory or principle that generates or
justifies the specific result . 136

Most importantly, the consensus does not overlap with respect to the
fundamental conceptualization of the Confederation moment . On the one hand
are those who see Confederation as apact betweentwo nations, theEnglish and
French Canadians . This view runs deep in Qu6bec, appearing as recently as
1991 in political documents of Qu6bec federalists and bearing heavily on
questions about Qu6bec's powers as a province.137 On the other hand are those
whoregardCanadaas merelyaterritorial federation,withequal units (provinces),
in the same manner as Australia or the United States . There may have been a
pact, but provinces made it, not nations . The rallying cry of many Western

134Dion, supra note 64 .
1351 . Jennings, "Constitutional Interpretation : The Experience ofCanada" (1937) 51

Harv. L.R. 1
136A constitutional text compatible with an overlapping consensus could be called, to

borrow a term from the American pragmatist, Cass Sunstein, an incompletely theorized
agreement: C.Sunstein,LegalReasoningandPolitical Conflict(NewYork: OxfordUniversity
Press, 1996) at5 .Theterm'incompletely-theorized agreement' includes agreements on rules,
outcomesorpolicies,byparticipantswho donotagree onthe mostgeneral theory thataccounts
fortheruleorresult. Sunstein argues thatincompletely theorizedagreementsare"animportant
source of social stability and an important way for people to demonstrate mutual respect, in
law especially but alsoinliberal democracy as awhole."To continue thesports metaphor, one
canplay a game by theruleswithout agreeing on thephilosophical justification for eachrule
or the best interpretation of the game as whole . Sunstein's analysis shares features with
Bickel's, such as the appreciation of passive virtues, but has one critical difference . Bickel
regarded the court as the deliberative forum ofprinciple, while Sunstein insists that the
legislature is the principal forum of principle. See C. Sunstein, One Case at a Time
(Cambridge, Mass . Harvard University Press, 1999) 267n.5 .

137 LaForest, supra note 80 at 46 quotes from an official reportofthe Liberal Partyof
Qu6bec in 1991 that refers to Confederation as "a solemn pact between two nations ." For
aspirited historicaldefense ofthisview, see P. Romney, GettingIt Wrong: HowCanadians
Forgot Their Past and Imperiled Confederation (Toronto : U. ofT. Press, 1999) .
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reformers, `the equality of the provinces,' is the latest representation of this
conception . Believers of this vision of Canada helped defeat the MeechLake
and Charlottetown Accords. Every territorialfederationwillhave tensionabout
the appropriate mix of powers between central and regional governments.
However, only multinational federations will engage in wrenching debates
about the proper arrangements to-promote cultural diversity and protect the
autonomy of the minority nation (or nations) . In multinational federations,
provincial autonomy is another word for cultural survival .

Canadian federalism has involved continuous controversy about whether
the country is merely a territorial, or also a multinational, federation . Unanimity
ought not to, be expected soon, if ever . Canadians will likely always live with
competing constitutional visions, with the perennial debates about whether
Confederation was and is, to use the old butstill apt catch-phrase, a `pact or an
act.' The point to be made here is that these visions are both visions of Canada,
and they compete. When the Court grapples with the momentous questions
about the nature of Canadian federalism, it ought to be chary of selecting one
or another. For instance, in the Quebec Veto Reference, the Court decided
against thetwo-nations conception, with long-term consequences forCanadian
federalism and national unity. It may have been better if Canadians had
remained uncertain about the existence of the veto . If selecting between
differentvisions is unavoidable, theCourtshould exercise caution and humility,
recognizing that itdoes nothave answers to every question, andthat the answers
it does have maybe wrong.13s

Metaphors ofmoderation do not require'agnosticism or indifference from
the Court about the future of Canada as a federation . Indeed, the umpire
metaphor assumes that the Court's goal is to promote and preserve the nation ;
it is committed to the game. However, to say that the Court's objective is to
promote, or at least, preserve the nation does not say much because the vision
of the nation is contested within Canada, and admits of many different
constellations of powers . Norman's message is that the federation may only
work if the contest remains unresolved, with its attendant diversity, provincial
autonomy and decentralization. Maybe"overlapping consensus" is the modern
rendition of George-Étienne Cartier's idea of "political nationality." 139

Theumpire metaphor is compatible with this understanding of the overall
nature of the Canadian constitution . But so is the dialogue metaphor . It also
connotes an on-going dynamic. Like a game,adialogue continues andis never
ending, and therefore the dialogue metaphor may also be useful to guide

138 In his comment on this opinion, A. Petter, "Maitre Chez Who? The Quebec Veto
Reference" (1984) 6 Sup. Ct. Law Rev. 387, argues that the Court misread history, but
managedto avoid a result that wouldhave calledinto question thelegitimacy of its newly-
patriated constitution .

139 "Political nationality" was Cartier's description ofhow the Canadian unionwould
reconcile unity and'diversity . His famous Parliamentary speech is quoted in the Quebec
Secession Reference, supra note 1 at para. 43, and discussed at lengthby LaSelva, supra
note 66 .
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federalism decisions. From a federalist perspective, however, the umpire
metaphor has several advantages . Onemajorproblem of applying the dialogue
metaphor tofederalismis thatthe dialogue is atleastthree-way. When theCourt
`talks' in adivision ofpowers case by issuing a decision, the losing party cannot
simply reply to the Court. A third party, the other level of government, is
involved and it might have a veto . If the loser wishes to achieve its ends, it
typically must negotiate with the other level of government. The loser could
strike a deal with the winner but by itself, it cannot `converse' with the court.
This three-way relationship is not equivalent to Charter dialogue between
courts, legislature and the executive within one level of government, because
the executive is subject to legislative control. Changing the `dialogue' to
`conversation' would ameliorate this connotation, since many parties can talk
inconversations . While this wouldcapturetheon-going cooperative relationships
between the federal andprovincial governments, however, itwouldignore their
adversarial relationship, which is exactly the point at which the courts get
involved.

Thedialoguemetaphor has the additional disadvantage ofnotcapturing the
Court's authority in adjudicating disputes and interpreting law. It connotes that
everything is amatter ofdiscussion and conversation . In the long run, that may
be the case. But in the short run, this is more false than true . Governments
considerjudicial decisions to be binding. Indeed, it is this feature of decisions
-their binding nature, the fact that people feel obligated to follow them -that
givesjudges theirauthority andcalls formodesty and humility on their part . The
umpire metaphor implies that the umpire's decision is final; it is the law. To be
sure, the parties may play around a decision they don't like, and sometimes
courts issue decisions that have only symbolic or expressive force. However,
the very reason for an umpire is to have an official that issues binding rulings,
at least some of the time .

Another difference between the umpire and dialogue metaphors is that the
former recognizes that courts and legislatures do different jobs . Courts are the
officials, governments are the players. By itself, thedialogue metaphordoes not
recognize adivision oflabour between the courts and legislatures, namely, that
a separation of powers doctrine means a separation of labour.

If the umpire metaphor fits Canadian federalism better than the dialogue
metaphor, what about the applying it to the Charter? With Charter litigation,
the Court is arbitrating the political tussling betweengroups who oppose a law
and those whosupport it . Inthe samemanneras federalism, Charteradjudication
is always about groups, not individuals140 This point is obvious in some cases,
such as Corbière v. Canada . 141 Many off-reserve band members had tried for
years to convince their bands, sometimes successfully, to change the voting
requirements. However, their struggle to change the statutory provisions met

140This point is well-made by B . Baines and C. Greenfield ; "Developments in
Constitutional Law: The 1995-96 Term" (1997) 8(2d) Sup. Ct . LawRev. 77, 84-85 .

141 [1999] 2 S.C.R . 203.
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with less success, and they launched an equality action in the courts . Corbière
is not exceptional. In an identical fashion, every Charter challenge to statutes
or executive action applies to, and'impacts upon, aggregates, not individuals .
This reality is submergedbecause thetypicalCharterclaimantis notagroup but
a defendant in a criminal action . As Beverly Baines and Cheryl Greenwood
cogently argue, "understanding Charter adjudicationmeansunderstanding the
nature of the collectivity that is benefited or burdened, by the outcome of the
decision ."142 The umpire metaphor keeps everyone aware that in Charter
cases, the courts are not adjudicating abstractrights ofindividuals butmediating
contests between different groups for economic and social power.

Another advantage ofthe umpire metaphor is that its modesty willlean the
Court toward agnosticism about the changing nature of federations in an
increasingly global world. Internationally "federalism ranks among the most
important issues on the planet today."143 Massive changes in technology have
produced or accelerated movement toward global economic systems and
economic integration, with a resulting diminution of national sovereignty in
some areas . RegWhittaker points out: "Polar opposition of centralization versus
decentralization is an increasingly irrelevant axis of federalist controversy ina
worldinwhich globalization andregionalblocks coexistwith the"subsidiarity"
principle. Or in which politicaljurisdictions are largely irrelevant to thepattern
of international investment flows."144 At the same time, however, strong
decentralizing trends are emerging aroundthe world, most starkly evidentinthe
kindling of dormant ethnic identification, but also apparent in drives for local
control. The two opposing but simultaneous trends are explicable . "As
globalizationcompels interactionamong largerend larger entities, people avoid
alienation by belonging to smaller groups ; whichcan afford individuals some
degree of identity . Moreover, economically the emergent global commercial
structures enable local and provincial structures to engage in international
business with less dependence on their national governments."145

These two trends speak to the need for caution in addressing federalism
questions that arise from,international developments . From the perspective of
Canadian constitutionalism, it is too simplistic to conclude that globalization
requires more national jurisdiction at the expense of provincial autonomy . A
careful assessment of each circumstance is required; for instance, what is the
appropriate mixofpowers that will respectunity anddiversity inrimplementing
the Biodiversity Convention, or fossil fuel emission standards, or humanrights
documents? The arguments about globalization requiring nationaljurisdiction
replicate arguments made in earlier times about how new problems justified

142Supra note 139 at 85 .
143J. Attanasio, "Foreword : Stages ofFederalism?" (1998)42 St. Louis Univ . LJ. 485.
144R. Whittaker, "The Changing Canadian State" inH.Lazar andT. McIntosh(eds .)

Canada : theStateofthe Federation1998/99, HowCanadians Connect(Kingston:Institute
of Intergovernmental Relations; 1999) at 39-40.

145Attanasio, supra note 143 at 487.
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national control. The lure of this argument is its simplicity . Rather than figure
out how to share and divide jurisdiction, which is messy and complex, one can
simply let the national government do the job. Every problem can be cast as a
national, if not international, one; this makes the need to develop meaningful
local or provincial jurisdiction more pressing, more necessary rather than less .
For instance, the wholesale delivery of telecommunications jurisdiction to
Parliament, which wasjustifiedby the technology, inhindsightseems too hasty.
Now that satellites compete with cable transmission, avenues of shared and
dividedjurisdiction become more feasible, but it is too late.

VI . Conclusion

No one can avoid using metaphors . They are central to cognitive processes, and
judicial reasoning is no exception . Taking metaphors too far is dangerous, but
decisions devoid of metaphor would not only be boring - they would be bereft
of humanity . It is not accidental that metaphors were expunged in Orwell's
Newspeak . Whenjudges use metaphors tojustify theirdecisions, those metaphors
are incorporated into the authority thatjudges exercise and enforce in the name
of the Rule of Law. For this reason alone, exploration and questioning of
metaphors is desirable .
Theumpire metaphor has much to commend it as a description and ideal ofthe
court's role in federalism cases. The social and democratic values of federalism
are good ones and ought to be promoted . More democracy is presumptively
better than less, and too much centralized power in Ottawa, anywhere on
Wellington Street, makes me nervous. Institutional relationships that
accommodate unity and diversity remain a political imperative . While the
Charter gives expression to critical elements of people's identity, federalism
does, too, and together the Charter and federalism provide recognition to more
facets ofidentity, and to more Canadians, than either one could on its own. The
challengeis to construct an approach that supports the Charter, federalism and
democracy at one and the same time. I do not claim that the umpire metaphor
provides the best recipe for that stew, but it does offer a bit of old wisdom for
the task .

Federalism is in vogue around the world and people are turning to Canada
for instruction. What we can teach them, perhaps, is that one can have both
federalism and entrenched rights, both unity and diversity, and entrenched
rights need not swallow federalism, or vice versa. The way to do this, as
Lederman argued in another context 25 years ago, is to promote moderation .
Indeed, moderation by judges may be the necessary correlative to the
accommodation by politicians and citizens that is the "federal spirit ."
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